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Abstract: Agile Methods propose an approach for developing software based on an iterative and incremental life cycle model, in which needs and solutions evolve through collaboration between multi-functional and self-organized teams. As such, agile practices in work teams are gaining much momentum. To meet the demanding level of projects, agile software development also has to keep up with several challenges. In this context, software industry has chosen to use several tools to ease development and communication between different teams’ members. However, these tools generate overwhelming volumes of data that hamper decision-making by project managers. To address this issue, we present Scrum Watch, a tool-based approach that focuses on generating, through cloud-based technologies, graphic elements and reports that assist project managers with information to support decision making. Results obtained from an undergraduate Systems Engineering course through a capstone project confirm the feasibility of the proposed approach, which exploits the benefits of the availability and visualization of process and product metrics.
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1 Introduction

In heterogeneous, geographically dispersed and diversified application environments, data generation from software development projects has increased exponentially and involves the systematic compilation, organization, analysis, and extraction of insights from data warehouses [Boscarioli et al. 2017]. Due to the generation of constant feedback in agile methods, it becomes difficult for project managers to keep up with such updates [Papke-Shields et al. 2020]. In this context, we argue that a solution approach should
allow project managers to develop data analysis skills towards effectively addressing project management demands.

Out of the agile methods, Scrum has gained considerable attention. In 2019, a survey conducted by *VersionOne* concluded that 72% of companies surveyed used Scrum or a hybrid that includes Scrum [Version One 2020]. Iterative and incremental development, along with daily and retrospective meetings, enable team members to early provide insights about how agile practices are performed. They also allow the timely identification of issues in the understanding of agile practices and the concept of corrective measures to be taken in subsequent sprints by team members. Unlike waterfall-like approaches, team members receive feedback before expecting the end of a project.

In this context, we aim to address the challenge regarding the decision-making process in the context of agile software development. To reach our goal, we propose *Scrum Watch*, an approach whose main objective is to generate, through cloud-based technologies, graphic elements and reports that allow the project manager’s decision-making, as well as risk detection at an early stage. Thus, *Scrum Watch* enables project managers to generate analyses based on the history of teams’ work under Scrum methodology. To do so, we applied a research method comprising three phases: *Phase #1*: approach definition, which refers to an ad hoc literature review on agile methods, cloud-based technologies and ETL (Extracting-Transforming-Loading), as well as the identification of related work; *Phase #2*: solution proposal, which refers to the specification and development of *Scrum Watch*; and *Phase #3*: evaluation, which refers to the use of Scrum Watch in a real context based on a field study.

To evaluate *Scrum Watch*, data from course projects from the Systems Engineering program during the years 2017-2019 were used. In this course, participants were organized into teams and, following the Scrum methodology, developed requirements asked by the customer (i.e., professor). The teams followed a defined process supported by tools such as Jira\(^1\), Sonar\(^2\), and XWiki\(^3\), among others. The participants of the project are senior students of the 3/4 year degree program at the Faculty of Exact Sciences from the Department of Computer Science—Universidad Nacional del Centro de la Provincia de Buenos Aires (UNICEN). Since the *Scrum Watch* approach is supported by Amazon cloud services, infrastructure knowledge is no longer required to keep it. Regarding data visualization, *Scrum Watch* provides a powerful, fast tool with a vast range of visualizations.

This article is organized as follows apart from this introduction. In Section 2, we describe the background. Section 3 reports the related work. The design of our approach is shown in Section 4. The field study design is then explained in Section 5. Results are reported in Section 6. Discussion is illustrated in Section 7. Section 8 presents the main threats to validity. Finally, conclusions and future work are presented in Section 9.

## 2 Background

This section presents the theoretical foundations used for the creation of the *Scrum Watch* tool. Firstly, Agile Methods main concepts are introduced. Secondly, two Amazon Web Services (AWS), such as Amazon QuickSight and Amazon Relational Database Service (RDS) are shown. Finally, ETLs (Extract, Transform and Load) are also presented with
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their phases, processes and models to build them, as well as the data warehouse model to store their output.

2.1 Agile Methods

The advent of the Agile Manifesto brought about improvements within the software development culture [Beck et al. 2001]. Essentially, the Manifesto outlines a new perspective on software development that focuses on mobility, flexibility, soft skills and the potential in a short time to deliver new high-value products and services to the market [Highsmith 2009].

Scrum is an iterative and incremental approach that organizes tasks to make them manageable for small, self-organized and cross-functional teams, as well as allowing teams to systematize software development projects, encouraging good project management practices by fostering teamwork cooperation [Schwaber and Beedle 2002].

The roles in Scrum are quite different from the traditional methods. Clearly defined roles and expectations allow individuals to perform their tasks efficiently. There are three roles: Product Owner, Development Team, and Scrum Master. The team members having these roles constitute the so-called Scrum team. The Product Owner represents the client and controls the Project Backlog, and is working closely with the Development Team to provide user story clarity and acceptance. Completing the user stories is the responsibility of the Development Team. The Scrum Master is responsible for initiating the process, assisting the Product Owner in preparing releases and assisting the success of the Development Team by eliminating impediments and making resources available.

2.2 Cloud-based technologies

In this context of agile software development, it is important to have a support infrastructure to support decision making. Due to technological advances and the continuous growth of small and large companies, nowadays new models for the use of IT services are emerging. These models commonly called as cloud computing are defined as virtualized technologies that form a shared structure that allows adding the web-based feature to make it accessible and where the services that were generally found are installed on their own servers [Gibson et al. 2012].

One of those cloud services is called software-as-a-service (SaaS). SaaS is the model in which applications are provisioned that are accessed through the web and that are used directly by end users without having to worry about or take care of scalability, configuration or service updates. This model is very popular also for its scalability, compatibility and easy access from anywhere in the world for users. Scrum Watch is built on two of this type of services, namely Amazon QuickSight and Amazon RDS (Amazon Relational Database Service).

AWS QuickSight is a service capable of automatically discovering the data sources of other AWS services and also working with user-imported data sources. Amazon QuickSight is used to create data visualizations, perform ad hoc analysis as well as obtain implicit and explicit information from the data connected to it. Amazon QuickSight enables organizations to scale from hundreds to thousands of users and offers reliable performance thanks to its robust in-memory engine (SPICE) and also only pay if used. It is designed to perform advanced calculations and make data available quickly.

Amazon RDS is a web service that facilitates the configuration, operation, and scaling of a relational database in the cloud. It provides a cost-effective, resizable capacity for a
standard relational database and handles common database administration tasks [Safvati et al. 2017]. Amazon RDS provides access to the MySQL, Oracle and Microsoft SQL Server database engines, among others.

### 2.3 The Use of ETL

According to El-Sappagh et al. [El-Sappagh et al. 2011], an ETL (Extracting, Transforming, and Loading) is a piece of software responsible for the extraction of data from multiple data sources, as well as their cleaning, customization, reformatting, integration, and insertion loaded into some final database, e.g., in a data warehouse. As its acronym indicates, an ETL consists of three steps, Extraction, Transformation and data loading (Load). They are usually applied by organizations to migrate heterogeneous information from one or more data sources into a final system which can be used as a repository or for analytical purposes such as a data warehouse.

There are three main areas to develop an ETL: the source data area, the final data area, and the mapping to achieve this transformation. The source area has standard models such as entity and relationship diagrams, and the final area also has standard models such as the star or snowflake schema in a data warehouse schema. In the star schema, there is one or multiple fact tables in the center surrounded by a set of dimension tables. On the other hand, in the snowflake schema, there is a hierarchy between the dimension tables; each table is divided into different levels, which gives different levels of granularity.

Regarding the final data area, the design of the data warehouse is considered an important part in the development of the ETL, because its performance is the main concern for the developers. Such performance is based on the query execution time and the complexity to access the data. The execution time of the queries depends purely on the type of data warehouse design used [Sidi et al. 2016].

On the other hand, we highlight the importance of introducing concepts of cloud-based technologies and ETLs, because they are crucial for the development and execution of Scrum Watch. The first step of Scrum Watch is the definition of the final data model, i.e., the main structure to obtain the information that assists the project manager in making decisions. The data model defines the mappings and transformations that will be later applied in the ETL process to convert the initial data into the final data. Once the data model has been defined, we seek to integrate different sources of information from other databases using ETLs. This process collects information from the Jira, XWiki, and Sonar databases to transform it according to the detailed business rules and store it in the target system. In this process, cloud-based technologies are used.

### 3 Related Work

Project management is one of the fundamental elements in any software development process. For this reason, at present, there is a wide variety of tools that capture software metrics to measure the performance of the people who make up the work teams for achieving continuous improvement, thus maximizing the quality of the final product. As such, this section describes a set of studies that analyze information for the evaluation of team performance through the implementation of capstone courses applying agile methodologies for software development. Although the selected studies present proposals that were assessed with students, they aim to be applicable in the software industry and used by both agile teams and project managers.
In [Yildirim et al. 2019], the authors have presented a proper agile project management performance measurement model for start-up software companies. To do so, the authors have reviewed all key performance indicators (KPIs) related to agile development. Then, using expert perspectives gathered through in-depth interviews, KPIs from the literature study and content analysis were reviewed and categorized. The data gathering mechanisms for seven strategic KPIs have been identified and designed. Finally, to maintain the agile development measurement paradigm, adjustments to processes and data gathering are recommended.

The authors in [Alaidaros et al. 2018] explained the contemporary issues in the Agile Kanban method’s progress monitoring task. As a result, the findings revealed how to meet the gap by creating a better software project monitoring task model using the Agile Kanban method. The authors first defined the components and factors that influence software project monitoring and then suggested an initial model. Extending progress monitoring, establishing optimal Work In Progress (WIP) limits, and showing essential workflow insights are the three primary components of the original model.

In [Scott et al. 2017], the authors presented a metric based on the standard Burndown chart for quantifying individual variances in project progress. They have also presented preliminary findings using the metric in a specific training environment, demonstrating how learning-styles-based instruction can help students enhance their project progress.

Likewise, in [Firdaus et al. 2019], the authors have introduced the issues of the system XYZ Mart as for the availability of items, specifically goods that are not categorized based on the intensity of their sales. Then, there was a need for a system to monitoring the flow of products movements during the transaction and reporting the results to the user. The authors used Scrum to create the XYZ Mart monitoring system to do so. Researchers employed metrics to evaluate the sprint’s activities as it was being carried out. The system’s results were evaluated from a User Acceptance Test and got a positive user reaction.

Along this line, the authors in [Haidabrus et al. 2021] addressed a literature review that demonstrates how Data Science methodologies can improve project management and project success in several business situations. This study provides new chances to enhance project management evaluation and results for managers, industry, and delivery leaders. The proposed method provides more accurate project management, portfolio management, and agile development by incorporating best practices and project performance data. Furthermore, the outcomes may result in more efficient benefits for several internal and external stakeholders.

To the best of our knowledge, there is no mechanism for tracking and monitoring the performance of Scrum-based work teams, which generate a huge amount of data from tools to support software development processes.

4 Scrum Watch

This section introduce Scrum Watch, a tool that aims to assist project managers in monitoring project and process performance of Scrum teams by leveraging cloud-based technologies and visualization techniques. With Scrum Watch, project managers can check the product’s progress by visualizing information from tools for code versioning. On the other hand, project managers can also check the team members’ performance and process execution by visualizing information from tools for assets’ maintenance and issue tracking. With such information, a project manager might mitigate risks, anticipate project delays, manage resources, and re-organize teams.
**General Goal:** to address the challenge of the decision-making process in the context of agile software development. On the basis of the general goal, the following specific goals (SGs) are formulated:

- **SG1:** To allow project managers to visualize teams' performance.
- **SG2:** To allow project managers to visualize teammates' performance.
- **SG3:** To allow project managers to visualize sprint performance.
- **SG4:** To allow project managers to visualize source code quality.

To develop *Scrum Watch*, we followed a methodology that details all the procedures and provides quantitative results. An ETL was the best strategy to obtain only the data of interest to project managers and a data warehouse was the best strategy to centralize it. The challenge in a data warehouse is to integrate, transform and consolidate large volumes of data from multiple sources, thus providing new unified information for analytical purposes.

*Scrum Watch* is divided into three important steps:

1. Definition of the final data model;
2. Retrieval and transformation of information through an ETL process;
3. Analysis and visualization of information;

![Figure 1: Overview of Scrum Watch.](image)

Figure 1 illustrates the general *Scrum Watch* process. Through an ETL, information from three relationship databases is extracted: Jira, XWiki, and Sonar. After that, the data obtained is loaded into a staging area where the transformations defined by the ETL will be applied. Once the data has been transformed, the loading process is carried out to the final data warehouse (star schema). Both the staging area and *Scrum Watch* data warehouses use Amazon RDS. Finally, based on Amazon’s visualization service, AWS Quicksight, data analysis, and reporting are enabled to facilitate the manager in making decisions and monitoring Scrum work teams.

For the *Scrum Watch* generation, an ETL was developed. On the one hand, it works on the source code metrics (Sonar tool); on the other hand, it works on the performance of team members based on their interaction with Jira and XWiki tools. Although there is no relationship between source code and teammate in the Sonar data source, it was
included in the same way in order to give the project manager a chance to infer it at the data visualization stage.

Each ETL is developed and designed according to business needs and according to the objectives it pursues. For the implementation of ETL that led to the creation of Scrum Watch, a set of technical decisions were analyzed and they will be detailed throughout this section. Each decision was made from searching for the implementation that best suits its goals: assist the project manager in monitoring the performance of work teams under the Scrum methodology; and detect risks in early stages.

To support the process for creating an ETL, there are three different types of models to follow: “Model based on mapping expressions”, “Model using conceptual constructors”, and “Models based on UML environments” [El-Sappaghet al. 2011].

In our approach, the selected model was “Model based on mapping expressions”. In this model, queries to the database are used to carry out the data generation process. These queries are used to represent the mapping between the initial and final data. For the implementation of the mapping, mapping expressions are used, which are documents that indicate how to achieve it. These documents are made during the implementation of the system by a developer based on the needs of the project manager. In the following subsections, the process followed to implement an ETL is explained in details.

4.1 Data Extraction (E)

The ETL extraction process consists of 2 phases:

- Initial extraction;
- Incremental extraction.

In the initial extraction, the data to be transformed and loaded is obtained for the first time. Incremental extraction is where the ETL processes take care of adding the modified information after the last extraction. Since our implementation is tied to static databases, only the first phase of the process will be carried out. However, the approach was implemented with both phases in mind.

In our approach, the data extraction is generated from three relational databases: Jira, Sonar and Xwiki, which are hosted on Amazon’s RDS service. The Jira database provides information on the tasks the team member was working on in a given Sprint. For Jira, we extracted the following fields, among others:

- jiraissue: It contains data from the story such as id, name, creation date, description, the person who reported it, to whom it was assigned, workflow to which it belongs, time spent on it etc.;

- issuetype: It contains information regarding the type of the issue. The possible types are Bug, Requirement, New Feature, Task, Improvement, Sub-task, Story, Epic, and Technical Task;

- issuestatus: It contains information related to the possible status of an issue. Possible values are Open, To Do, Done, Ready for code review, In Progress, Reopened, Resolved, and Closed.

Xwiki provides information on the documents generated in a given period. Regarding xWiki, we extracted the following fields, among others:
– xwikidoc: It lists the document data such as id, full name, title, creation date, and auto-update and creator;
– xwikiattachment: It lists the files attached to the associated document. The author, the creation date, and its size are also listed in the table.

Finally, Sonar has information on the metrics of the developed source code. From Sonar, we extracted the following fields, among others:
– rule: It contains information associated with the rule such as id, name, priority, status and programming language;
– incident: It lists the incidents with their respective data such as id, description, line number where it was originated, severity, status, if it was resolved or not, and a rule that gave rise to it;
– metrics: It lists the metrics that are evaluated on each snapshot.

For data extraction, dumps from the different databases were used and loaded into a temporary staging environment, in which the necessary transformations will later be carried out to convert the input data into the output data of the new data warehouse model. Although the execution can be done on the fly, or as it is commonly said ‘in memory’ in most ETLs, the benefits of adding a new staging area that brings improvements and benefits to the process were analyzed. A staging area is a temporary storage area between the input data and the data warehouse. The inclusion of this area requires an additional cost of resources, development times and duration of the ETL itself. However, this area is a fundamental and widely used area to allow optimal management of the ETL processes and optimal data recovery.

Although the staging area offers high flexibility regarding the data extraction process, it reduces the negative impact on the re-processing of data and reduces the processing time when there are joins with more than two data sources. However, the staging area increases the necessary data space and the total latency of the ETL.

4.2 Data Transformation (T)

The second step of an ETL is the transformation stage. This step is considered the heart of all ETL and is responsible for performing data cleansing, validations and transformations so that the extracted data is compatible with that of the target system.

The goal of transformations, such as cleaning and renaming, is to reduce the amount of data by saving resources and reducing the execution time in transformations that generate data that will later be discarded. For example, Figure 2 shows the “rename” transformation performed between columns of the snapshot table (Sonar source schema) and columns of the final schema (Sonar target schema).

Regarding xWiki, Figure 3 shows the data filtering transformation performed on the three data sources from xWiki. Only the documents generated in the selected period (August-December 2015) are suitable for the subsequent transformations to be applied.

Finally, for Jira, transformations 2 and 3 in Figure 4 convert the time fields rendered in seconds to the YYYY-MM-DD format. For transformation 6, a conditional mapping is performed to evaluate the data in the DUEDATE and RESOLUTIONDATE columns. For the cases in which the RESOLUTIONDATE is greater than the DUEDATE, it assigns the value ‘In Term’; otherwise, ‘Delay’. In this way, there is a new column that indicates whether the issue was completed on time or not.
4.3 Data Loading (L)

The third and final stage of an ETL is represented by uploading the data to the final system. In our approach, the load occurs from the staging area to the final data warehouse. The load is total, i.e., the entire data set is loaded in the first load. Given the advantages offered by cloud services, both the final data warehouse and the staging area of the ETL were hosted in database instances of Amazon’s RDS service. The data warehouse was represented with the creation of a new MySQL database instance with the following characteristics:

- **Name:** Scrum Watch
- **Version:** MySQL 5.7.22
- **Instance size:** db.t2.micro, 1GB of RAM
- **Capacity:** 20 GB
- **Port:** 3306
- **Public access:** Yes
- **Autoscaling:** Yes
- **Backups:** Yes
From the aforementioned examples, we present three AWS Quicksight SQL queries to satisfy a project manager’s requirement, and the results are displayed in a dashboard. We based on the data warehouse star schema with both dimension and fact tables. The following SQL query gives as a result the dashboard displayed in Figure 5. The requirement consists of obtaining documents created in xWiki grouped by Scrum teams.

```sql
select T.name, count(D. doc_id) from Document D inner join Documentation_Fact DF on D. doc_id=DF.doc_id inner join Teammate T on T.name=DF.teammate group by T.name;
```

For Jira, the following SQL query gives as a result the dashboard displayed in Figure 6. The requirement consists of obtaining Jira issues closed grouped by Scrum teams.

```sql
select T.name, count (JI.type_name) from Jira_Issue JI inner join Jira_Fact JF on JI.issue_id=JF.issue_id inner join Teammate T on T.name=JF.teammate group by T.name;
```

Considering Sonar, the following SQL query gives as a result the dashboard displayed in Figure 7. The requirement consists of obtaining all code incidents along the project.

```sql
select I.incident_severity, count(I.incident_id) from Incident I group by I.incident_severity;
```

5 Field Study

To evaluate the approach, data from a Systems Engineering course of the Systems Engineering BSc program at the Faculty of Exact Sciences from the Department of Computer Science—Universidad Nacional del Centro de la Provincia de Buenos Aires (UNICEN) during the years 2017-2019 were used, comprising a total of 3 academic semesters. In this course, students were organized into teams and developed requirements requested by the customer (i.e., the first professor), applying the Scrum methodology.
Figure 5: Dashboard showing the created xWiki documents grouped by teams.

Figure 6: Dashboard showing the closed Jira issues grouped by teams.

A total of 235 students participated in this study (71 in the first semester, 78 in the
second semester, and 86 in the third semester), organized into 30 teams composed by 6-8 members each. The Product Owner (i.e., the second professor) assigned software requirements to each team so that they should carry out a course project during the 3 semesters. The students participating in the study were in their last year of the Systems Engineering course.

The project topic of the course was the same for the three semesters. However, in each semester, the teams had to work on different requirements. In other words, in the first semester (2017), students built a software system following a set of requirements A. Then, in the second semester (2018), students received the software developed in 2017 and added other features by following a set of requirements B. Finally, in the third semester (2019), the students received the software developed in 2018 and added other new features by following a set of requirements C. The sets A, B, and C were different.

The development environment of the teams consisted of three important tools: Jira, Sonar, and XWiki. For the development of Scrum Watch, the data extraction is generated from three relational databases of the recently named tools, which are hosted on Amazon RDS services. The course project consisted of designing a virtual campus using the Unity game engine built as architecture with multi-tiered client-server. The virtual campus allows users to access the university facilities, play themed games, and attend virtual classes, using networking channels for chat, e-mail, and website.

6 Results

Four dashboards were created in order to assess our specific goals: Team Performance, Teammate Performance, Sprint Performance, and Source Code Performance. Throughout
this section, the most important metrics of each dashboard are displayed along with a brief description of the graphs to represent them. The metrics displayed are those obtained as a result of the survey conducted with 10 project managers.

6.1 Team Performance (SG1)

The objective of this dashboard is to show metrics at a macro level, in which only the performance of the entire team is evaluated. For this reason, the filters provided are only at the equipment level.

An important finding that arose through the study was the existence (or not) of a relationship between the priority or type of tasks and their resolution. Are the highest priority tasks always solved? What kinds of tasks are never solved? Is there a reason for it? In order to try to obtain a trend or detect atypical cases, thermal or heat maps were used since they allow easy detection with the use of color. Figure 8 depicts a heatmap on a blue scale. The heatmap shows cells containing the number of tasks in a sprint classified into priority and status of resolution. The brownish blue, the more issues are
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in the cell. Remarkably, the heatmap shows that a considerable number of tasks (i.e., issues) with median priority 3 (high=1, ... ,low=5) were resolved during the sprint.

6.2 Teammate Performance (SG2)

In this dashboard category, several graphs are used to assist the project manager in monitoring the performance of the members of their teams. The evaluation and follow-up of a teammate’s performance is measured from the tour issues in which he/she was working and from the documentation generated/updated throughout the sprint in which he/she is evaluated.

The possible statuses of a Jira issue are “Open”, “Closed”, “Reopened”, “Resolved” and “In progress”. In order to obtain a comparison of the status of all the tasks of a member, it was decided to make a pie chart to show such division not only in quantities, but also in percentage. With this simple graph, the manager can detect the tendency to close, open, and reopen tasks. A teammate with a high percentage of “Reopened” issues may indicate a low quality of him/her performance since the tasks that were closed at his/her discretion had to be reopened for some reason.

As an example in Figure 9, the metric “Invalid configuration name” refers to the number of documents that a teammate created without following the nomenclature standard defined for the documentation. A KPI (key performance indicator) chart was used to represent it, as these charts compare a key value and an expected target value. In this case, the target value would be the number of documents generated and the key value, the number of documents that do not follow the renaming standard. This graph indicates that this team member did not follow the nomenclature standard in almost 62% of the cases, which could be a wake-up call for the manager to assist the teammate or advise them on such good practices.

6.3 Sprint Performance (SG3)

This dashboard could be considered an intermediate between the Teammate dashboard and the Team dashboard. It offered an intermediate granularity since it allows to see the performance of teams at the sprint level. The objective is to show the improvement of the teams throughout the sprints. As an example of this dashboard, all teams are selected in order to evaluate the overall performance. Logically, it could be done for a particular team.

Figure 10 shows the quantitative metric that represents the number of documents generated by each sprint. As observed, the activity between sprints 2 and 3 has a noticeable difference in comparison to the sprints at the extremes.

6.4 Source Code Performance (SG4)

This dashboard shows metrics obtained from the source code developed by the different work teams. These metrics were extracted from the Sonar tool data source. In an ideal scenario, an attempt would be made to associate the source code with the developer that implements it. However, given the absence of such relationship, only the metrics obtained in the selected period are displayed.

The objective of tools such as Sonar is to make periodic snapshots of the source code to find incidents or issues that violate the rules defined as good practices. The aim is nothing more than to get the most optimal code without possible errors. For this reason,
the monitoring of incidents is crucial for the project manager. As such, charts were included in the dashboard and function as counters that show the identified incidents as well as how many were closed or not.

Figure 11 shows some metrics concerning the incidents found in a given team and in a given sprint. These metrics were collected from Jira and Sonar. The metrics show the number of code lines generated, the number of files, the number of methods, the number of directories, the cyclomatic complexity of methods, and the lines of comments of methods, among others. This dashboard could be crucial for decisions made by a project manager regarding teams’ monitoring and control.
7 Discussion

We found that speed, variety of visualization metrics, data integrity, ease of defining queries to obtain new information, and scalability are some advantages that the Scrum Watch approach provides. Our approach uses a data warehouse designed with a star schema as a consolidated data repository. This was chosen because it offers easy maintenance when business logic is dynamic due to the simplicity of its design. We can summarize some benefits of using Scrum Watch:

1. there is no limit of team members,
2. project managers might add new metrics to visualize easily,
3. a huge volume of data could be processed and visualized,
4. team members are always aware of the process and project status.

Another benefit of Scrumb(TM)Watch comes from the denormalized table schema, which offers a noticeable speed when it comes to executing data queries. From the perspective of an end-user, the queries to obtain new data are simple since the information is easily retrieved from some conditions and joins operations. Another advantage is that the data generated can serve multiple purposes, even though the data warehouse was designed to assist a manager in making decisions to evaluate the performance of work teams. It is worth noting that the visualizations presented in this article are only a reduced sample of the graphics available in Scrumb(TM)Watch.

Thus, we can state that Scrumb(TM)Watch has reached the proposed objectives, allowing decision-makers to have information fast, monitoring the team in real-time, reducing risks, and allowing several analyses by managers. We believe that the above findings have practical implications to project managers. Given the need for progress monitoring, it was possible to observe that Scrumb(TM)Watch allows project managers to monitor project status in real time, as well as the team’s history, providing a more assertive decision making regarding the teams. Moreover, our approach might provide project managers with special skills to effectively satisfy the analysis of such data.

To sum up, some issues should be tackled before using Scrumb(TM)Watch. Firstly, project managers should consider that tools for code versioning, assets maintenance, and issue tracking are available and correctly used. Secondly, Scrumb(TM)Watch should be set up and connected with those tools. Finally, project managers should receive some training regarding Scrumb(TM) and software metrics, and then guidance on the use of Scrumb(TM)Watch.

8 Threats to Validity

Despite a careful execution of the field study, there are threats that might compromise the results. Regarding construct validity, we found a significant absence of information in the input data sources. For example, the Sonar data source did not show any way of relating a developer to the code analyzed by the tool, even storing a diversified amount of information. In an ideal context, it would have been very useful the inclusion of the performance analysis of a teammate, the amount of code that it generated, and its quality.

Regarding internal validity, the results obtained might be biased. Although most data sources were able to relate the teammate to their documentation and tasks they worked on, there was also an important lack of data, e.g., when relating a Jira project to its repository in Git, since the most of the tables were empty.

When it comes to external validity, as Amazon’s free tier services were used. However, some functional ones such as sending reports via email could not be added. The same happens with the functionality that QuickSight provides on machine learning. Secondly, the current development of our approach fails to include metrics regarding the mood of a team or the degree of satisfaction of a teammate. It would have been important to have that information and make it available in an additional dashboard. Finally, to generalize the findings, Scrumb(TM)Watch seems to apply to other studies if both project managers receive training in Scrumb(TM), and tools to support software development provide accessible data sources.
9 Conclusion

This research work introduced Scrum Watch, a tool that aims to generate graphic elements and reports that allow project managers to make decisions, as well as to detect risk at an early stage, based on the use of ETLs. Since the process to move data from multiple data sources to a data warehouse was created through an ETL (and not from manual work), the following advantages were found: low cleaning time and data transformation; low storage since only the necessary information will be saved; consolidation of data in a single repository; and ensuring effectiveness and quality. Likewise, the integrity of the source data sources is ensured within this process. Since Scrum Watch is supported by Amazon cloud services, infrastructure knowledge is no longer required to support it.

Regarding data visualization, Scrum Watch provides a powerful, fast tool with a very wide range of visualizations. The speed it provides is given by the in-memory processing it performs. This is an advantage provided by few visualization tools. In terms of visualization, from tables to stacked or accumulated bar graphs, heat maps, line graphs, and KPIs are options offered by this tool to visualize the desired metrics. In addition to the benefits of visualization, it offers an important portability since new data sets can be added to the analysis easily.

As future work, it is proposed to adjust the Sonar’s data collection process, given that it limited the join and analysis of the relationship between a team member and the source code he/she develop. Vital metrics to measure a member’s technical performance were totally discarded from this analysis. In relation to the Jira data source, work should be done on the completeness of the information associated with the Git repositories where team members store and version their work. Metrics on the amount of pull request, merge, and commits could be added to a new dashboard in order to provide a more complete analysis of the performance of a team member. Regarding the ETL process carried out in this study and since the transformations were executed using SQL queries and manually, an automation process would be ideal to streamline the process.

Finally, and in order to measure the mood of the work teams, we propose the collection of information on the satisfaction and degree of trust of members that form teams based on surveys. Once this information is collected, it could be released in a repository or file that serves as a fourth source data source for the ETL process presented in Scrum Watch. Likewise, a new dashboard could be created to visualize the metrics not only to achieve continuous improvement in the final product, but also to ensure the quality of the teams that work on it.
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